
From AC 03/05/2010
Terence,
Hi there...
The Slyck crowd are on to you! They know where you are working...nice picture! I posted an
entirely benign post about you leaving, as agreed. I think they had already found you though.
Anyway, would be good to talk. Simon Gallant has made his application before Master Winegarten
for Ministry of Sound last week. I do not know how he faired; not well would be my guess. The
forum picked that up aswell. I will call him tomorrow and let you know.
Keep in touch. I need a bit of help with excel. I need to import the town names into the Sky
spreadsheet for evidenzia to match up wit the postcodes. I have a spreadsheet of all postcodes. Also,
if I get more powerful computers could we run google docs system for the 11,000 names in
Evidenzia; Ali was trying to charge me £1.00 per IP address imported! This guy is nuts. I can afford to
build my own database now.

From TT 03/05/2010
I have a software solution for you that is almost ready to go (2 weeks). It does everything you could
ask for and some of the things you haven't even thought of yet. I would not recommend running
your business on Google Docs. It is a massive target for hackers:Lets talk about it more in person
when you are free.

From AC 05/03/2010
Sounds exciting. Are you free tomorrow ?

From AC 04/05/2010
Yes, what are the hours and no I think we will need you for years to come!

From TT 04/05/2010
Unfortunately I did not keep a record - I have emails I have been sending. Shall we just say 4 hours
per week since I left on the 9th of April so 12 hours?I also have some good adult clients that I would
like to place with you. Decent numbers - well worth your while and all BBFC. Probably best if they
went under the Media Cat umbrella if you are happy with that. Will it cause a problem for you to
give a referral fee from a regulatory perspective?

From AC 04/05/2010
Thank you. I cannot pay a fee to you but Media Cat could. In general terms what do you have and is
it captured data? Or do I need to place with Ali?



From TT 04/05/2010
The lawyers share could be reduced so that I could be paid as a consultant to the data supplier,
assuming they are happy with this. This would be the best solution for me, and probably Mediacat
from a tax perspective. Would you be happy with a 15% referral fee, net of ISP costs of course?I am
working on a solution which would allow you to move away from Ali all together in terms of data
supply and software. He's going to hold ACS to ransom again whenever he feels that he wants more
money. Some of the data is captured whilst others are brand new. I will get numbers to you later
this evening/tomorrow.

From AC 04/05/2010
Sounds good except the enormity of your fee. 10%?

From TT 04/05/2010
Ok lets do 10% to be put through either the data supplier or Mediacat =) How would it work
through Mediacat? A consultancy for which I would invoice for? There could be a lot of work coming
your way soon.

From TT 26/05/2010
Hi Andrew, Hope you are well. We are just finalising the bulk administration tools that we will need,
adapted for the UK market.

From TT 03/06/2010
Hi Andrew ,
I hope you are well. I was wondering if you have given any more consideration to the software
system?
Main features
(1) end to end solution from data capture to case management - a complete move away from Ali
(2) ready to go - little configuration needed
(3) made for the file sharing
(4) live technical support - fast response time around the clock
(5) bulk claims management and export to excel for fulfilment centre
(6) flagging system with calendar next action reminders
(7) ISP management and court order tracking

From AC 10/08/2010
Terence,
Really good seeing you today. I hope I didn’t sound like I was probing you for information, because I
was genuinely pleased to see you, but as ever, so much is going on.
Thanks for the information. And if you can get Patrick on board at the right price (include a share
for you and I will be able to pay you directly also) that will be great. I reckon I have 1,500 titles that
can be monitored tomorrow.

From TT 10/08/2010
Hi Andrew, Good to catch up with you too.
They will do the monitoring for 17.5% Gross and will be ready to rock and roll on Friday (they need
to add hardware). This is down from 30% net, as it is what they usually get in German, it is split
30/30/40 in Germany. This includes a 2.5% for me which they will pay me direct.



From AC 10/08/2010
17.5%net and we have a deal. Or 14% gross

From TT 11/10/2010
If you can move from 14% Gross to 15.5% Gross we have a deal.... and I promise no silly extra
invented charges as with Ali!

From AC 11/08/2010
T
Thanks. We do have a full list on excel. I assume X-term will also list hash numbers or other magic
stuff?
J can you look into this?

From AC 11/08/2010
Terence, 15% gross and I will move on it today. And I will pay you personally a separate consultancy
fee of £250 per month in return for the odd bit of support. Consultancy fee payable from
September.
Does Patrick have an independent expert's report?

From TT 11/08/2010
Morning Andrew,
The £250/month consultancy fee from Sept is very kind and gladly accepted - thank you. Let's move
forward on 15% Gross. How soon can you get title lists over to me?
We also need a simple agreement in place, can you send me one?
An independent expert's report is in place for Guardaley, but your monitoring will be done through
a different legal entity. This will mean that we will need to get a new one created. There will be no
problems, as the technology used will be exactly the same as Guardaley's.

From AC 11/08/2010
T
Fantastic. I will get Jonathan to send over the list of titles we have captured for Media cat to date,
together with a list of titles that did not have any captures by Ali and a separate batch of new titles
not given to Ali. (Jonathan, can you action this, liaise with Daryl).



From AC 11/08/2010
T
Thanks. We do have a full list on excel. I assume X-term will also list hash numbers or other magic
stuff?
J. can you look into this?

From; TT 12/08/2010
Hi J
Can you get me the lists for monitoring? We only need the ones in the last court orders first. The
ones where data has actually been captured. The others can wait whilst you get organised.

From JM 12/08/2010
Hey Terence,
I was actually preparing the entire list as we speak, but since you only need the last court order set
of titles, please find these attached. I have also attached the list of titles for the two new clients also,
currently unmonitored. I will have the larger list of unmonitored MediaCAT titles ready for you by
the close of business today. If you need anything else, please let me know.

From TT 12/08/2010
Hi Andrew
GL has a number of companies for monitoring and different ones are used depending on content and
jurisdiction.
The data supplier for Mediacat will be a Swiss company to manage PR (you know how it is!). I will
send you the Swiss company details when I have them so that you can insert them into the
agreement.
Jonathan has today sent me the title lists from your previous court order. We will monitor these
titles first to bring us up to date with Ali's system.
We are in correspondence with an expert and the report can be finalised fairly quickly, well in
advance of the first court order.

From TT 12/08/2010
Hi Andrew,
I was wondering if you could send me an agreement for the new data supplier to sign. A basic
binding heads of terms will do at this stage if you don't have anything to hand. (I'm off work today)



From AC 12/08/2010
T,
I do have an agreement actually, I drafted one for Ali, which has not been signed. Here is a revised
version. Still subject to a few further considerations.
Also, I note that Guardaley in the UK is registered as a dormant company. That needs to be changed
if that is the contracting company. And why is there a company in the UK and why its it registered in
Aldermaston? What’s all that about? (as Peter Kay would say)

From JM 17/08/2010
Exporting option of torrent files in xTerm is not possible based on Ali's reply - he may have disabled
this feature for good. Ali has returned original data capture as part of phase 3 (example attached).
This file contains content hash codes only, no content file name. Is this acceptable?? I have asked Ali
for the file names for each line of captured data, but I cannot guarantee he will do this. Will keep
you posted.

From TT 18/08/2010
Hi Andrew
How are things going?
I am writing to give you a short update - all of the titles will be monitored by Friday. I know that
Patrick as various questions which I will forward to you tomorrow (mostly in relation to the name
of titles). I should be in a position to give you an indication on quantity of captured addresses
shortly.

From AC 18/08/2010
Terence,
Thank you, we are stiull having problems with Ali who is simply not giving us the information that we
need.
As to patrick’s data, Adam has a number of important and searching questions over the information
captured, such as packet details and swarm sizes etc. This latter issue has become important on the
issue of damages.

From TT 18/08/2010
No surprises there with Ali! I think you will have to stomach one more court order with him so I
suppose just put up with it and keep him sweet for now.
I know precisely what Adam is talking about (for once! haha), it sounds like he may be trying to
replicate the damages calculation we did at DL. If he could provide me with a list of information he
wants with each data delivery, I will ensure it is captured for litigation purposes.

From JM 23/08/2010
Ali has been no help at all.He still has not got back to me with a list of torrents in relation to the
phase 3 court order.I asked one of the paralegals to create a list based on the data disclosures in the
evidence folders.
Please see attached - as you will see, there are gaps. Would it be best for me to manually try and
obtain the torrent names by performing online searches? If so, which torrent sites would you
recommend looking at?


